









Abstract

Islam is the religion of nature, The religion of purity (Tauheed)
based on firm and strong beliefs and natural processes. The faith
gets priority because the religion is based on faith. Acts or deeds
influenced by a false belief is the faith on purity or oneness of
Allah, it is also necessary to believe in the faiths of prophethood,
resurrection, basic principles and their hierarchic branches.
Because these faiths are one of the basic doctrine demands of
religion, based on the text of the Quran, text of Hadith and
consensus of ummah. It is also based on religious text to believe in
the conditions of the day of judgment, appearance of the hour and
symbols of resurrection, along with the belief in the day of
judgment. The rise up and revelation of Isa(  ) are also one of
the signs of hour. It is also proved by the text of Quran, Hadith and
consensus of Ummah. The periodic narration is always accurate,
and necessary to be believed. It remained the invasion of
tribulations ever in the history of Islam, that always accepts the
spiritual and inward-outward practical problems. The most
dangerous is the temptation to deny the doctrine of the revelation
of Isa (  ) directly and the finality of prophet hood indirectly.
Its reason is the modernity imposed by imperialist powers, on
Muslim doctrine. When Egyptian sheikh Muhammad shaltot
declared the belief in rise up and revelation of Isa (  ) as non
sensory, the reformer of twentieth century Allama Zahid-al-Kausri
proved its sensory and his arguments are based on text.
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